
La Station Service presents



Eraserhead
Live soundtrack by Cercueil

Eraserhead is the first David Lynch’s movie. Amazing direction of an « oniric nightmare », this cult movie is
magnified by Cercueil’s hypnotic electronic music, involving drones, ambiant sound waves and labyrinthic pop. A
contemplative, organic, singular and striking live soundtrack.

“The words through the music, the music through the picture, Cercueil’s dreamlike orchestration reinterprets
Lynch’s nightmare in a dizzying weightlessness.” Mymetro december 2012

A film by David Lynch (USA - 1977 – 89 min)

Nico Devos > guitar, electronic, synthesizers
Pénélope Michel > cello, sound effects, synthesizers

Created in october 2012 for « Fantastic 2012 – Lille3000 ».
Since 2012 the live soundtrack by Cercueil on Eraserhead movie keeps going on France and Europe in theater, music clubs
and festivals like Fimé (Hyères, Fr),  le Printemps des ciné-concerts (Bordeaux, Fr), Natala Festival (Colmar, Fr), Lowlands (Nl),
Espoo International Film Festival (Helsinki, Fl), St Vith (Be), Wiltz (Lu), Beursschouwburg (Brussel, Be), Vip (St Nasaire, Fr)…

BOOKING > Benoit Gaucher
ben@lastationservice.org I (33) 06 46 34 20 78

DATES AND VIDEOS >
http://www.lastationservice.org

http://pucemoment.org • http://www.facebook.com/eraserheadbycercueil



Cercueil
*CERCUEIL : pronounced “Sir coil”, means "coffin"…in french.

CERCUEIL is a french trio from Lille (FR), created in 2005 and leaded by Nico Devos and
Penelope Michel. The band has released its second album “EROSTRATE” on french label LE SON DU
MAQUIS (distribution Harmonia Mundi in France, V2 for the Benelux, Proper for the UK), recorded at
Toy Box studio in Bristol (Uk) by Alister Chant (Gravenhurst, Scout Niblett) and masterised by Bob
Weston (Lcd sound system, Fuck buttons...).

Ghost opera, still life poetry and the rage of a black diva who breaks the crystal, CERCUEIL
sounds like opioid sensuality, electro sewn with gold thread, noisy new-wave and icy core. At the fall
2011, CERCUEIL worked on an original scenographic device based on videos screening, that appears
on each Cercueil’s live since the begining of 2012. Synchronized to the music, the videos are the
subconscious and extension of the musical atmosphere, just to go further in the immersion.

As well as extensively touring Europe
(France, Belgium, England, Switzerland,
Netherland, Germany, Danmark) with bands
like  Black Dice, Alan Vega, The Young Gods,
PVT, Anika, The Ex, Pantha du Prince, Who
Made Who, Zombie Zombie, The Hundred in
the hands, Ebony Bones, High Places,
Glasser,... and festivals (Iceland Airwaves
2012, M pour Montreal 2011/CA, Pop Montréal
2010/CA, Transmusicales de Rennes/F,
Printemps de Bourges/F, festival JIMI/F, Pampa
festival/D, Recession Festival/Dn, The Great
Escape 2012/Uk, etc…) –  Cercueil's members
have worked on several side projects in
contemporary arts including audio and visual
installations, composing soundscapes and
soundtracks for movies / performance art,
dance projects, animation movies and general

electronic experimentation and interpretation, under the name of PUCE MOMENT.

ABOUT THEIR SECOND ALBUM “EROSTRATE”
“An album of insolent mastery, an intoxicating puzzle of charm and mysterious disorder” MAGIC

“Tormented and generous, the music of Cercueil is beautiful to death” TRAX
“Made of dark experimental pop and electro neurotic sewn with gold thread (…) Cercueil signs probably a reference of 2011” NOISE

“A superb cyanide host for all church-goer” TECHNIKART



Eraserhead

Cast

Direction, script, editing, special effects > David Lynch
Photography > Herbert Cardwell, Frederic Elmes
Music > Peter Evers, Fats Waller
Sound effects > Alan R. Splet
Starring > Jack Nance, Charlotte Stewart, Allen Joseph, Jeanne
Bates

Production > AFI – The American Film Institute
Released in 1977.
USA / 89 mn

Summary

Is it a nightmare or an actual view of a post-apocalyptic world? Set in an industrial town in which giant
machines are constantly working, spewing smoke, and making noise that is inescapable, Henry Spencer
lives in a building that, like all the others, appears to be abandoned. The lights flicker on and off, he has
bowls of water in his dresser drawers, and for his only diversion he watches and listens to the Lady in
the Radiator sing about finding happiness in heaven. Henry has a girlfriend, Mary X, who has frequent
spastic fits. Mary gives birth to Henry's child, a frightening looking mutant, which leads to the injection of
all sorts of sexual imagery into the depressive and chaotic mix



About

Eraserhead is a 1977 surrealist body horror film written and directed by American filmmaker David
Lynch. Shot in black-and-white, Eraserhead is Lynch's first feature-length film, coming after several short
works. The film was produced with the assistance of the American Film Institute (AFI) during the
director's time studying there. Starring Jack Nance, Charlotte Stewart, Jeanne Bates, Judith Anna
Roberts, Laurel Near, and Jack Fisk, it tells the story of Henry Spencer (Nance), who is left to care for
his deformed child in a desolate industrial landscape. Throughout the film, Spencer experiences dreams
or hallucinations, featuring his child and the Lady in the Radiator (Near).

Eraserhead spent several years in principal photography because of the difficulty of funding the film;
donations from Fisk and his wife Sissy Spacek kept production afloat. The film was shot on several
locations owned by the AFI in California, including Greystone Mansion and a set of disused stables in
which Lynch lived. Lynch and sound designer Alan Splet spent a year working on the film's audio after
their studio was soundproofed. Eraserhead's soundtrack features organ music by Fats Waller and
includes the song "In Heaven", penned for the film by Peter Ivers.

Initially opening to small audiences and little interest, Eraserhead gained popularity over several long
runs as a midnight movie. Since its release, the film has earned positive reviews. The surrealist imagery
and sexual undercurrents have been seen as key thematic elements, and the intricate sound design as
its technical highlight. Thematic analysis of the film has also highlighted these issues and has elaborated
on Spencer's fatalism and inactivity. In 2004, the film was preserved in the National Film Registry,
maintained by the United States Library of Congress; it was also one of the subjects of the 2005
documentary Midnight Movies: From the Margin to the Mainstream.

ERASERHEAD BY CERCUEIL, Festival Fimé (Hyères, Fr), November 2014. (c) Alexandre Minard



A v a i l a b l e  o n  t o u r  >  2 0 1 3

Indie rock concerts
 L’enfance rouge | Olivier Mellano | Michel Cloup Duo

Lydia Lunch’s Putan Club |Chien Vert | Santa Cruz
Sax Machine | Julie Seiller | Last Morning Soundtrack

Musical shows
Sergent Pépère | Les Elles | Portotrio

Des filles etc. | La Yuma | La Love Clinic

Cine Concerts
Red + Tessier + Marinescu > Sevilla 82

NeirdA & Z3ro > Patrick MacGoohan’s The Prisoner
Pierre Fablet > Engel, Orkin and Ashley’s Little Fugitive

Olivier Mellano > Murnau’s Sunrise
Olivier Mellano > Spielberg’s Duel

Fritz the Cat > Artavazd Pelechian’s Our Century
Cercueil > David Lynch’s Eraserhead

LA STATION SERVICE
2 rue Glais-Bizoin 35000 Rennes - France

Contact général
(+33) 06 89 90 02 21

contact@lastationservice.org

Created in 1997, La Station Service is a company which works for live music creation and
production. We support singular authors and creators, young artists or confirmed in their
carrier. We develop their original musical projects for any kind of audience, in France and
abroad.

Contact and music
Upcoming dates >>
www.lastationservice.org


